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Abstract
In this paper, a novel framework is presented to recover the 3D shape information of a complex surface
using its texture-less stereo images. First a linear and generalized Lambertian model is proposed to obtain
the depth information by shape from shading (SfS) using an image from stereo pair. Then this depth data is
corrected by integrating scale invariant features (SIFT) indexes. These SIFT indexes are defined by means
of disparity between the matching invariant features in rectified stereo images. The integration process is
based on correcting the 3D visible surfaces obtained from SfS using these SIFT indexes. The SIFT indexes
based improvement of depth values which are obtained from generalized Lambertian reflectance model is
performed by a feed-forward neural network. The experiments are performed to demonstrate the usability
and accuracy of the proposed framework.
Key Words: Function Approximation, Neural Network, Reflectance Model, Scale Invariant Features, Shape
from Shading.
1 Introduction
Shape recovery of object surfaces is a special discipline in computer vision. This aims the recovery of object
shapes or calculation of depth, i.e., the distance between the camera sensor and objects in the scene. It has a
wide domain of applications like 3D reconstruction (surgery, architecture),distance measurement of obstacles
(robotics, vehicle control), reconstructing surfaces of planets from photographs acquired by aircrafts and satel-
lites etc. Shading is a unique cue to reconstruct the 3D surfaces because of its omnipresence property under
all illumination conditions. However, most of the SfS algorithms are not able to provide accurate depth-map
on the boundary of the surfaces and some of them have problem with variable albedo and spherical surfaces.
Therefore, these drawbacks of SfS algorithms can be improved by combining it with other sources of depth
information like stereo, shading, features and contour.
There are mainly four approaches used in SfS viz. minimization, local, propagation and linear. The min-
imization approach [8] has been used by enforcing the integrability constraint. An efficient propagation ap-
proach [3] has been developed for recovering the depth information directly for continuous surfaces. The local
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approach [15] has been proposed by approximating the required surface with spherical patches. The linear SfS
approach [19] have been proposed by linearizing Lambertian reflectance map in terms of depth. In the present
work, we are using linear approach as [19], together with generalized Lambertian reflectance map [18] instead
of Lambertian reflectance map.
From the last two decades several algorithms have been developed to integrate the various vision modules
together. In [8], it has been pointed out that correspondence between stereo image pairs provides low frequency
information which is not available in shading alone, and shading provides the high frequency information
which is not available from sparse or low resolution stereo correspondences. In this context, a game-theoretic
approach [4] has been given to integrate stereo and SfS together. An edge based stereo method for integrating
stereo and SfS has been proposed in [5]. In [6], a method for recovering the 3D surfaces has been presented by
integrating SfS and stereo data. The stereo data is obtained on few sparse points and used for correcting the SfS
data. A method for combining stereo and shading modules by amplifying the low frequency information from
the stereo, and add it with the amplified high frequency information from the SfS results has been presented
in [7]. An algorithm for determining a depth-map from a pair of surface-orientation maps obtained by a dual
photometric stereo has been given in [13]. The surface orientations have been determined using photometric
stereo system with three images captured from the same position under different lighting conditions. A neural
network based method [17] for integrating stereo and SfS together has been presented in order to improve the
3D reconstruction of visible surfaces of objects from intensity images. A feedforward neural network has been
used to fit a surface to the error difference while extended Kalman filter algorithm has been used for the network
learning.
Recently, A method for integrating the orientation and depth information have been proposed by using a
Gaussian-Markov random field model [10]. Again, a framework for combining stereo and shape-from-shading
information by taking account of the local reliability of each shape estimate has been developed [11]. Local
estimations of disparity and orientation have been modeled using Gaussian distributions. A Gaussian-Markov
random field has been used to represent the disparity-map, taking into account interactions between disparity
measurements and surface orientation, and the MAP estimate found using belief propagation. Local estimates
of the precision of disparities and surface normal have been found and used to control the process so that the
most accurate data source is used in each region. Motion, stereo and photometric stereo have been integrated
into a single framework for providing accurate object models from a sequence of frames [20]. A method for
viewing invariant gesture recognition by integrating range and intensity information has been given [12]. The
intensity image has been used to define the region of interest for the relevant 3D data. This data fusion improves
the quality of the range data and hence results in better recognition.
The main problem in depth-map obtained from stereo method is that it is not accurate for the image-pairs
having poor texture. The integration of stereo and SfS for these types of image-pairs resulting more error
in final depth-map. In this paper, a set of sparse values namely SIFT indexes are used instead of depth-map
provide by stereo to correct the SfS data. These SIFT indexes are obtained from the matching of invariant
features between stereo images, hence they are more accurate when compare to stereo data which contains
calibration error. Some of the existing algorithms which integrate SfS and stereo into one system use stereo
vision for the initialization and the boundary conditions are obtained from the shading [1, 14]. However, these
types of algorithms may allow to propagate the error from stereo vision to the solution of shape from shading
[2]. Here we are using SIFT indexes and SfS depth values are as constraints on the depth-map information
simultaneously. A multilayer feed-forward neural network is used to correct SfS depth with the help of SIFT
indexes. Neural network is trained based on a modified approach which is inspired by [9]. In this approach, the
weight matrix of network is initialized in such a way that the integration process is able to meet the required
gradient tolarance.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, a linear and generalized SfS algorithm is presented. Section
3 describes the process of generating SIFT indexes. The integration of SfS and SIFT indexes is given in section
4. A brief overview on overall framework is given in section 5. Experimental results are presented in section 6.
Finally, the concluding remarks are given in section 7.
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2 Shape from Shading (SfS)
SfS algorithms deal with the recovery of 3D shape information of an object/scene from its single shaded image
by exploiting the shading information contained in the image. To recover a 3D shape from its image, it is
necessary to know how the images are formed. Various models are proposed for the image formation on the
basis of material property of object surface and light conditions. In SfS problems, most widely used image
formation model is Lambertian reflectance model due to its simplicity in use and almost fair applicability in
approximating most of the object surfaces in the real world. In Lambertian model, the gray level in image
depends on the light source direction and surface normals. Thus, the image brightness is the function of surface
shape and light source direction. The recovered shape can be represented in several ways: depth Z(x, y),
surface normal (nx, ny, nz) or surface gradient (p, q). The depth can be considered as the relative surface height
above the xy plane. The surface normal is the orientation of a vector perpendicular to the tangent plane on the
surface object. The surface gradient (p, q) = (∂Z∂x , ∂Z∂y ) is the rate of change of depth in x and y directions. The
surface slant φ and tilt θ, are related to the surface normal as (nx, ny, nz) = (lsinφ, lsinφsinθ, lcosφ), where
l is the magnitude of surface normal. The unit surface normal (nˆ) and surface gradient (p, q) are related as
follows:
nˆ =
(−p,−q, 1)√
1 + p2 + q2
(1)
If we assume that the viewer and the light sources are far from the object, then we can introduce the reflectance
map, a means of specifying the dependence of brightness on surface orientation. If we elect to use the unit
surface normal nˆ as a way of specifying surface orientation, then the brightness can be computed as a function
of orientation in terms of R(nˆ). If we use p and q instead of nˆ, then it can be computed in the form of R(p, q).
The general solution of shape from shading problem is based on the so called image irradiance equation which
relates image irradiance to scene radiance:
E(x, y) = R(nˆ(x, y)) or E(x, y) = R(p, q) (2)
where E(x, y) is the image irradiance at the point (x, y), and R(nˆ(x, y)) is the radiance of surface patch with
unit normal nˆ(x, y), which can also be written in terms of surface gradient (p, q).
2.1 Lambertian Reflectance Map
The most widely used reflectance map in SfS is Lambertian reflectance map. Let nˆ and sˆ be the unit surface
normal to the object surface and the unit illuminate vectors respectively and given as follows
nˆ =
(−p,−q, 1)√
1 + p2 + q2
, sˆ =
(−ps,−qs, 1)√
1 + p2s + q2s
(3)
then the scene radiance of the surface patch is given by their scalar product, in the following form.
R(p, q) = ρ
1 + pps + qqs√
1 + p2 + q2
√
1 + p2s + q2s
(4)
where ρ is the albedo of the surface and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.
2.2 General Lambertian Reflectance map
There are several real world objects, for which the Lambertian model can prove to be inaccurate approximation
to the diffuse components. The brightness of a Lambertian surface is independent of viewing direction, however
the brightness of a rough diffuse surface increases as the viewer approaches to the source direction. To deal
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with this problem, Oren et al. [18] have developed a comprehensive model which is the generalization of
Lambertian reflectance map. The scene radiance in general Lambertian reflectance is given as follows:
Lr(θr, θi, φr − φi;σ) = ρ
pi
cos θi{A+Bmax[0, cos(φr − φi)] sinα sinβ} (5)
where
A = 1.0− 0.5 σ
2
σ2 + 0.33
and B = 0.45 σ
2
σ2 + 0.09
The angles θi and θr are the tilt angles of incidence and reflection, while φi and φr are the slant angles for illu-
mination and viewer. σ is used for roughness which is the standard deviation of normal distribution. However,
roughness is supposed to be normally distributed with zero mean. The value of σ is small for less rough surface
and more for more rough surfaces. In experiments, we have taken the value of σ as 0.03 radian.
Here, the product of sinα and sinβ will be equivalent to the product of sin θi and sin θr, since the angles α and
β are given as
α = max(θr, θi) and β = min(θr, θi)
if surface normal and light source both are specified in the viewer oriented system then we specify the incident
and excitant direction in the local system such that the exitant ray lie along the z-axis in the direction toward to
the viewer. Therefore
sin θr =
√
p2 + q2
1 + p2 + q2
, sin θi =
√
1− (1 + pps + qqs)
2
(1 + p2 + q2)(1 + p2s + q2s)
, cos θi =
(1 + pps + qqs)√
(1 + p2 + q2)
√
(1 + p2s + q2s)
and
cos(φr − φi) = p
2 + q2 − pps − qqs√
(p2 + q2)(1 + p2 + q2)(1 + p2s + q2s)− (1 + pps + qqs)2
On substituting the values of these trigonometrical identities in terms of p and q, the image irradiance equation
for the general Lambertian reflectance map can be written as:
E(x, y) = Lr(p, q) (6)
In the above qualitative model, the inter-reflection factor is ignored. This model can be viewed as a general-
ization of the Lambertian model, which becomes Lambertian model in case of σ = 0 (zero). Here, E(x, y) is
the image irradiance at the point (x, y), while Lr(p, q) is the radiance of a surface patch with unit normal nˆ at
the point (x, y). The image irradiance equation is a nonlinear first order partial differential equation. Without
loss of generality, we are assuming ρ = 1 in further derivation. As given in the survey [21], the linear ap-
proach [19] gives better results with less time complexity. In order to linearize the reflectance map, the linear
approximations of p and q in terms of Z are given as
p =
∂Z
∂x
= Z(x, y)− Z(x− 1, y) (7)
q =
∂Z
∂y
= Z(x, y)− Z(x, y − 1) (8)
Now (6) can be written as:
E(x, y)− Lr(Z(x, y)− Z(x− 1, y), Z(x, y)− Z(x, y − 1)) = 0 (9)
which is equivalent to
f(E(x, y), Z(x, y), Z(x− 1, y), Z(x, y − 1)) = 0 (10)
Now, for a fixed point (x, y) of a given image E of size N × N , by taking the Taylor series expansion up to
the first order of the function f about the given depth Z(n−1),we get a linear system of N2 equations. Again,
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using Jacobi iterative method for solving this system of equations, we get the following iterative formula for
computing the depth value Z at each point (x, y) of the given image.
Z(n)(x, y) = Z(n−1)(x, y) +
−f(Z(n−1)(x, y))
∂
∂Z(x,y)f(Z
(n−1)(x, y))
(11)
and the derivative df(Z(x,y)dZ(x,y) can be calculated as follows:
df(Z(x, y)
dZ(x, y)
= − 1
pi
[AU ′ +BU ′V +BUV ′] (12)
Let us assume
a =
1 + pps + qqs
(1 + p2 + q2)(
3
2
)
b =
√
(p2 + q2)(1 + p2 + q2)(1 + p2s + q2s)− (1 + pps + qqs)2
a′ =
(1 + p2 + q2)(
3
2
)(ps + qs)− 3(p+ q)(1 + p2 + q2)( 12 )(1 + pps + qqs)
(1 + p2 + q2)3
b′ =
(p+ q)(1 + p2s + q
2
s)(1 + 2p
2 + 2q2)− (ps + qs)(1 + pps + qqs)√
(1 + p2s + q2s)(p2 + q2)(1 + p2 + q2)− (1 + pps + qqs)2
c = p2 + q2 − pps − qqs and c′ = 2p+ 2q − ps − qs
then the terms U , U ′, V and V ′ involved in (12) are given as
U =
1
(1 + p2s + q2s)
[ab], U ′ =
1
(1 + p2s + q2s)
[ab′ + ba′], V =
c
b
and V ′ =
bc′ − cb′
b2
By assuming the initial value of Z(0)(x, y) = 0 for all pixels, the depth can be iteratively found using (11).
We calculate f(Z(n−1)(x, y)) and f ′(Z(n−1)(x, y)) at each iteration. The iterative equation (11) will not work
when f ′(Z(n−1)(x, y)) is zero, hence to avoid this difficulty, we have introduced a constant C which is approx-
imately equals to f ′(Z(n−1)(x, y)) but not zero.
3 Generation of SIFT Indexes
The process to identify locations in image scale space that are invariant with respect to image translation,
scaling and rotation is based on the localization of a key. This task can be performed in the following steps:
1. Perform the convolution operation on input image I with the Gaussian function with variance σ =
√
2.
Let this operation gives an image I1.
2. Repeat the step 1 on image I1 to get a new image I2.
3. Subtract image I2 from image I1 to obtain the difference of Gaussian function as
√
2.
4. Re-sample the image I2 using bilinear interpolation with a pixel spacing of 1.5 in each direction. The 1.5
spacing means that each new sample will be a constant linear combination of 4-adjacent pixels. From it,
we generate a new pyramid level.
5. Determine the maxima and minima of this scale-space function by comparing each pixel in the pyramid
to its neighbors.
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6. Select key locations at maxima and minima of a difference of Gaussian function applied in scale space.
The scale invariant features can be detected from the locations of these keys. These features are detected on the
exact key locations as well as their small neighborhood so that these can be used to perform reliable matching
between different views of an object or scene. These features are invariant not only to image orientation but
also to image scale, and provide robust matching across a substantial range of affine distortion, change in 3D
viewpoint, addition of noise, and change in illumination.
3.1 SIFT Matching
First, invariant features are extracted from the left image and stored in a database. Then the features extracted
from right image are matched by individually comparing each feature to this database and finding candidate
matching features based on Euclidean distance of their feature vectors. We have performed features matching
between stereo pair using the process given in [16].
The random sample consensus (RANSAC) is used to remove the outliers from the pairs of matching points
obtained from SIFT matching. More generally speaking, the basic assumption is that the data consist of in-
liers,i.e., data points which can be explained by some set of model parameters, and outliers which are data
points that do not fit the model. In addition, the data points are subject to noise. An advantage of RANSAC is
its ability to robustly estimate the model parameters. It finds reasonable estimates of the parameters even if a
high percentage of outliers are present in the data set.
3.2 SIFT Indexes
The index for a matching pair of features is computed based on the absolute differences of their horizontal
location in left and right images. Suppose that a point (Pl, Pr) is a pair of matching features, where Pl(xl, yl)
is a point in left image while Pr(xr, yr) is the corresponding point of Pl in right image. For a rectified stereo
pair, the values yl and yr will be same. The SIFT index for this matching pair is defined as
SP = |xl − xr| (13)
From the above equation a set of sparse SIFT indexes Si : i = 1, 2, .., n is computed for the SIFT matching
pairs Πi : i = 1, 2, .., n. The image pair must be rectified before obtaining the SIFT indexes.
4 Integration of SIFT Indexes and SfS
Integration of SIFT indexes and SfS data is performed by using a feed-forward neural network. The main aim
of integration process is the correction of the depth-map obtained from SfS and the resolution of ambiguity of
3D visible surface upto some extent. The integration is considered as an accuracy improvement process or a
highly nonlinear function approximation process so that the function improves the accuracy of depth-map data.
Consider a nonlinear input output mapping defined by the function relationship W = f(u), where the vector
u is the input and the vector W is the output. The mapping function f(.) is unknown and highly nonlinear.
Now for a known set of input-output values (ui,Wi); i = 1, 2, ..n, the problem is to find the function F (.) that
approximates f(.) over all inputs. That is,
‖ F (u)− f(u) ‖< ² for all u, (14)
where ² is a small threshold value. This function approximation problem can be solved by using neural network
with ui playing the role of input vector and vi play the role as desired output in following steps as given in [9]:
1. Specify the training set (u, v) of input-output pairs.
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2. Set wij = γrij , where rij is chosen from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance, i.e.,
obtained using a random number generator, γ is a user define scalar that can be adjusted to obtain input-
to-node that do not saturate the sigmoid.
3. Calculate
d = −diag(UW T ) and pk =Wuk + b
where U is a matrix composed of all the input vectors in the training set and b is a bias.
4. Check whether the matrix S of sigmoid functions which are evaluated at input-to-node values pki is
singular or not.
5. If it is singular go to step 2 otherwise compute the network output q = S−1(u).
6. Check whether gradient tolerance has met.
If not −→ compute
Wi =
2
qi
(ck −
∑
l 6=i
qlσ
′(nkl )wl), di = −ukwTi and pi = di + UwTi
where σ′(.) denotes the derivative of the sigmoid function with respect to its scaler input, and ck =
W T (q ⊗ σ′(pk)). Again go to step 4.
If yes −→ network is trained.
For the integration process, the network is trained using the SfS data available on the points where stereo depth-
map exists as input data and the stereo depth values as output data, i.e., a set of input-output values (ZT , ZS).
Once neural network trained upto a given threshold error between desired and network output, the complete
set of depth-map obtained from SfS is given as network input and obtain the final depth-map Zf as network
output.
A multilayer feed-forward neural network is used because this function approximation problem is a nonlinear
problem and very difficult to solve using single layer network. Although one can not fix the architecture of an
ideal network for the purpose of solving problems and it can be evaluated by experiments only. However,
variation in architecture and algorithm effects only the convergence time of the solution. In our network, each
output in a layer is connected to each input in the next layer. In this case, the output layer has simple linear
neurons, while all the neurons in the hidden layer have the same transfer function, with a sigmoidal nonlinearity.
Also, there is no feedback between layers, the effect of the feed-forward neural net topology is to produce a
nonlinear mapping between the input nodes and the output nodes.
The model that we have used consists of two input neurons (one depth-map data obtained from SfS process
and the other is a bias), three input neurons in the hidden layer and one output neuron corresponding to the
SIFT indexes. We train the network on a range of inputs and outputs, such that the network could train and give
the more accurate depth-map for any depth-map obtained using shape from shading.
5 A Brief Overview on Overall Process
In this section, a brief overview of the whole process is presented. The complete process can be divided into
three parts as shown in figure 1.
1. Computation of SfS depth values and SIFT indexes from the right image and the stereo pair, respectively.
(a) Let Il and Ir be the left and right stereo images respectively.
(b) Using linear generalized Lambertian model, obtain ZSFS from right stereo image.
(c) Compute the SIFT features in Il and Ir separately.
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Figure 1: Block diagram for overall process.
(d) Match the SIFT features to construct a sparse set Πi of stereo matching pairs.
(e) Calculate SIFT indexes Si for each pair Πi.
(f) Select the 3D depth data ZT from ZSFS based on the locations of Πi.
2. Train a feed-forward neural network using error-backpropagation (BP) algorithm by considering ZT and
Si as input-output network pair.
3. Simulate Zf from the trained neural network using ZSFS as network input.
6 Results and Discussions
Several experiments have been performed to recover the depth information using real as well as synthetic
images. The integration process has been performed using neural network based function approximation (sig-
moidal interpolation). The gradient tolerance has been fixed as 10−6 in network training process for all surfaces.
The algorithm for neural network training process has been implemented in C++ on a Core2Duo (processor
speed 3.0 GHZ) machine with 2GB RAM. MATLAB has been used as the visualization tool by importing the
data from the C++ program.
Figure 2 represents the pairs of stereo images for two synthetic surfaces, i.e., Mozart and Vase. Figure 3
shows the 3D shape recovery of Mozart and Vase surfaces using the proposed framework. It can be seen from
these results that the surfaces obtained using integration framework are better and more similar to ground truths
when compared to surfaces obtained from SfS alone. Errors in recover-depths have been estimated and reported
in table 1 for the proposed framework. There are several ways to report the error behavior. We have reported
the error in the following ways:
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Figure 2: Synthetic pairs of stereo images: Mozart (top row) and Vase(bottom row).
 
 
 
Figure 3: 3D plot of depth values for synthetic surfaces of Mozart (left) and Vase(right) obtained using SfS
alone(top row), proposed integration framework (middle row) and ground truth (bottom row).
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Figure 4: Mean and standard-deviation errors for reconstruction of Mozart surface corresponding to different
number of SIFT matches.
• Mean of depth error: The obtained depth and ground truth values have been normalized between 0
(zero) to 1 (one). The mean of absolute differences between the ground truth and obtained depth values
has been calculated.
• Standard deviation of depth error: The obtained depth and ground truth values have been normalized
between 0 (zero) to 1 (one). The standard deviation from the absolute differences between the ground
truth and obtained depth values has been calculated.
           
 
           
Figure 5: Pairs of stereo images (real): Mummy (top row) and Temple (Bottom row).
In figure 4, mean and standard-deviation of depth errors are plotted for the Mozart surface corresponding to
different number of SIFT matches used in integration. These errors are computed using minimum 50 matches
and maximum 100 matches. From the figure, it is clear that the error is reduced gradually when the number of
matches are increased. In other words, these both are inversely proportional and this is the main objective of
proposed framework, i.e., integration of SIFT indexes to reduce the error in reconstruction.
The pairs of real images used to recover the Mummy and Temple surfaces are shown in figure 5. The
obtained depth results for these surfaces are shown in figure 6. It can be seen from the presented results that
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Figure 6: 3D plot of depth values for real surfaces of Mummy (left) and Temple (right) obtained using SfS
alone(top row), proposed integration framework (bottom row).
Methods Mean Error Stand. Deviation Error
Mozart Vase Mozart Vase
SfS alone 0.2567 0.1050 0.1500 .1407
Integration framework 0.0962 0.0354 0.0671 0.0448
Table 1: Reduction in Mean and Standards Deviation Errors due to the integration of SIFT indexes in SfS data.
the quality of 3D reconstruction of surfaces is improved in terms of visibility and accuracy by integrating SIFT
indexes in the SfS depth data.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, a framework for depth-recovery of complex surfaces has been presented using their texture-less
pair of stereo images. The SIFT indexes has been obtained using scale invariant feature matching in stereo
images of the surface. The integration process has been performed using a feed-forward neural network. It has
been observed that the proposed framework is able to recover more accurate depth-map when compared to SfS
process alone in case of texture-less images. The final results for depth-map is more accurate when we have
integrated more number of SIFT matches with SfS depth data. Moreover, the proposed framework is simple to
apply and can be integrated with any SfS algorithm. The predefined gradient tolerance in the training of neural
network has been achieved for all cases using the presented training algorithm.
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